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ZETA FUNCTIONS IN TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES
V. GULETSKI

I
Abstrat. We prove 2-out-of-3 property for rationality of motivi zeta fun-
tion in distinguished triangles in Voevodsky's ategory DM. As an appli-
ation, we show rationality of motivi zeta funtions for all varieties whose
motives are in the thik triangulated monoidal subategory generated by mo-
tives of quasi-projetive urves in DM. Joint with a result of P.O'Sullivan
it also gives an example of a variety whose motive is not nite-dimensional
while the motivi zeta funtion is rational.
1. Introdution
Studying objets of a given ategory we usually wish to have a notion when
these objets are reasonable or appropriate to make onrete omputations. For
example, a set an be measurable, a series an be onverging, a vetor spae
an be nite-dimensional, et. It is then natural to nd suh a notion for objets
in motivi ategories, for example, in the ategory of Chow motives M or in
Voevodsky's triangulated ategory DM of motives over a eld. Maybe the rst
step in this diretion was made by S.Kimura who has introdued the notion of
nite-dimensionality for Chow motives and shown its relation to deep problems
in algebrai geometry, see [15℄. An algebrai ounterpart of Kimura's theory was
independently worked up by P.O'Sullivan, see an overview in [1℄.
Y. Andre has shown, [1℄, [2℄, that if a Chow motive M is nite-dimensional in
the sense of Kimura-O'Sullivan, the orresponding motivi zeta funtion 
M
(t)
is rational in the ring K
0
(M)[[t℄℄, where K
0
(M) is the Grothendiek group of the
ategoryM. In partiular, zeta funtion is rational for motives of the abelian type
in M, lo.it. Moreover, reently F. Heinloth proved that for those motives zeta
funtion satises a funtional equation, [11℄, answering the question of Andre.
Reall that the notion of motivi zeta funtion is naturally onneted with
many other important topis in dierent elds of mathematis. It was introdued
by M.Kapranov in [14℄ who proved its rationality and funtional equation for
smooth projetive urves with respet to any motivi measure  with the property
(A
1
) 6= 0. In partiular, if  ounts the number of points of a urve dened over
a nite eld, then the motivi zeta funtion is the usual Hasse-Weil zeta funtion
assoiated with the urve. The rationality of the Hasse-Weil zeta funtion for
all varieties was done by Dwork in [7℄.
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The main goal of the present paper is to show that rationality of motivi zeta
funtions an also be onsidered as a good notion of measurability for motives in
Voevodsky's ategory DM, possibly adding funtional equations or something.
We will prove that rationality of motivi zeta funtion has 2-out-of-3 property in
distinguished triangles in the triangulated ategory DM
0
of geometrial motives
over a eld. It follows that if DM


1
is a thik tensor subategory in DM
0
generated by motives of quasi-projetive urves, the motivi zeta funtion 
M
is
rational for any motive M from DM


1
. In partiular, one an get an example
of a not nite-dimensional motive whose zeta funtion is rational. Finally, 2-
out-of-3 property of rationality of motivi zeta funtion in DM
0
leads to a new
onjeture: zeta funtion 
M
is rational for any motive M in the ategory DM
0
.
Our approah is homotopial. We use the fat that under mild assumptions
the big ategory DM is equivalent to the homotopy ategory of an appropriate
model monoidal ategory enrihed by simpliial sets. In that sense it an be
onsidered as an abstrat stable homotopy ategory whose monoidal produt
omes from the model level. Then 2-out-of-3 property for rationality of zeta
funtions an be proved using the Postniko tower onstruted in [10℄. Atually,
we will build two opposite speial lambda-strutures on the Grothendiek group of
the thik triangulated subategory of ompat objets in any homotopy ategory
of a simpliail model monoidal ategory loalized with Q.
2. Basis on motivi zeta funtions
Let us start with the folowing important example. Assume that k = F
q
is a
nite eld of q elements, let X be an algebrai variety over F
q
and let #X(F
q
)
be the number of F
q
-rational points on X. Then the usual Hasse-Weil zeta
funtion 
X
assoiated with X an be dened by the formula

X
(t) = exp
(
1∑
n=1
#X(F
q
n
)
t
n
n
)
After the appliation of the exponential formula oming from ombinatoris, it
an be rewritten as

X
(t) =
1∑
n=0
#Sym
n
X(F
q
)t
n
;
where Sym
n
X is the symmetri power of X, i.e. the quotient of X
n
by the
ation of the symmetri group.
For any eld k let V ar be the ategory of quasi-projetive varieties over k. Let,
furthermore, Z[V ar ℄ be the free abelian group generated by isomorphism lasses
[X℄ of quisi-projetive varieties X over k. The Grothendiek group K
0
(V ar)
of the ategory V ar is, by denition, the quotient of Z[V ar ℄ by the minimal
subgroup ontaining relations of the type [X℄ = [Z℄ + [XnZ℄ where Z is a
losed subvariety in X. Then K
0
(V ar) is naturally a ommutative ring with unit
and with a produt indued by bered produts of varieties over k. A motivi
measure  is a ring homomorphism  : K
0
(V ar)! A to any other ommutative
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ring A. Given , for any variety X over k we an onsider the orresponding
zeta-funtion

X;
(t) =
1∑
n=0
[Sym
n
X℄t
n
;
see [14℄.
For example, if  ounts the number of points over a nite eld, then 
X;
(t)
is the above Hasse-Weil zeta funtion of X. In that ase 
X
(t) is rational by
Dwork's result, [7℄.
Kapranov proved, see [14, 1.1.9℄, that the motivi zeta funtion 
X;
(t) is
rational when X is a smooth projetive urve arrying a divisor of degree one, A
is a eld and the motivi measure (A
1
) of the aÆne line is not zero. On the
other hand, Larsen and Lunts have shown in [16℄ that there exists a measure
 built on the base of Hodge numbers h
i ;0
, suh that 
X;
is not rational for a
surfae X with h
2;0
6= 0.
Now let M be the ategory of Chow motives over k with oeÆients in
Q. Sine M is a symmetri monoidal additive ategory, one an onstrut its
Gothendiek ring K
0
(M) in a standard way, i.e. taking diret sums as sums and
tensors produts as produts in K
0
. In [8℄ Gillet and Soule onstruted a motivi
measure

GS
: K
0
(V ar)  ! K
0
(M)
sending a smooth projetive variety X to the lass of its Chow motive M(X).
For any given Chow motive M let

M
(t) =
1∑
n=0
[Sym
n
M℄t
n
be the orresponding zeta funtion with oeÆients K
0
(M). By the result of
Del Ba~no and Navarro Aznar, [4℄,

GS
[Sym
n
X℄ = [Sym
n
M(X)℄ ;
whene

M(X)
= 
X;
GS
for any X. If M is a Chow motive whih is nite-dimensional in the sense of
Kimura-O'Sullivan, then 
M
(t) is rational, see [1℄ and [2℄.
A board generalization an be done as follows. Let A be any pseudoabeian
symmetri monoidalQ-linear ategory with a monoidal produt 
. Then we have
wedge and symmetri powers of objets X in A as images of the orresponding
idempotents in the group algebra of the symmetri group 
n
ating on X

n
. Let
Z[A℄ be the free abelian group generated by isomorphisms lasses of objets in
A, and let K
0
(A) be the Grothendiek group of the ategory A, i.e. the quotient
of Z[A℄ by the minimal subgroup generated by expressions of type
[X  Y ℄  [X℄  [Y ℄ :
Clearly, it has a ring struture indued by the monoidal produt in A.
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Reall that a lambda-struture on a ommutative ring A with unit 1 is a hain
of endomorphisms

i
: A! A ; i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
suh that 
0
(a) = 1, 
1
(b) = r and

n
(a + b) =
∑
i+j=n

i
(a)
j
(b)
for all a and b in A. It an be also dened as a group homomorphism

t
: A  ! 1 + A[[t℄℄
+
from the additive group of A to the multipliative group 1 + A[[t℄℄
+
of for-
mal power series of type 1 + a
1
t + a
2
t
2
+ : : : . The group 1 + A[[t℄℄
+
has a
lambda-struture itself, and the lambda-struture on A is alled to be speial if

t
ommutes with lambda-operations. Given two lambda strutures  and  on
the same ring, they are alled to be opposite if
1 +
+1∑
i=1

i
(a)t
i
=
(
1 +
+1∑
i=1

i
(a)( t)
i
)
 1
for all a in A.
Turning bak to the ategory A, wedge and symmetri powers in it give rise
to speial -strutures in the ring K
0
(A), opposite eah other, [11, 4.1℄. We
will denote these -strutures by 
+
for wedge and 
 
for symmetri powers
respetively. For example, if X 2 Ob(A) then

n
+
[X℄ = [^
n
X℄
and

n
 
[X℄ = [Sym
n
X℄ :
Let also


t
: K
0
(A)  ! 1 +K
0
(A)[[t℄℄
+
be the group homomorphism orresponding to the -struture 

. Then for any
objet X in A we an dene its zeta funtion 
X
(t) by the formula:

X
(t) := 
 
t
([X℄) :
If A is the ategory of Chow motivesM then we arrive to the above motivi zeta
funtion with respet to the measure onstruted by Gillet and Soule.
Below we are mainly interested in motivi measures  whih an be fatored
through 
GS
:
 =  Æ 
GS
for some  . In that ase, if we know rationality of 
M(X)
, then we also know
rationality of 
X;
.
Any reasonable motivi measure whih an be dened in terms of appropriate
ohomology groups an be fatored through K
0
(M). For example, given any
quasi-projetive variety X over C we dene its Hodge numbers h
p;q
as dimen-
sions of the orresponding bigraded piees of the mixed Hodge struture on the
ohomology with ompat support H
p+q

(X;Q) of X. Then the motivi measure
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sending X to its Hodge polynomial
∑
h
p;q
u
p
v
q
an be dened in terms of mixed
Hodge realizations. Therefore it fators through K
0
(M). Another interesting
example of a measure fatoring through 
GS
an be provided by ondutors of
l-adi representations over a number eld, see [6℄.
Finally, let us turn to the triangulated setting. Let T be a triangulated ategory
with shift funtor
X 7! X ;
and let Z[T℄ be the free abelian group generated by isomorphism lasses of
objets in T. Let, furthermore, S(T) be the minimal subgroup in Z[T℄ generated
by elements
[Y ℄  [X℄  [Z℄
whenever Y = X  Z, and let T (T) be the minimal subgroup generated by the
same expressions whenever
X  ! Y  ! Z  ! X
is a distinguished triangle in T. The quotient Z[T℄=S(T) is the above usual
Grothendiek group denoted now as K

0
(T), while the quotient Z[T℄=T (T) is
a more subtle, \triangulated" Grothendiek group of T. Evidently, K
0
(T) is a
quotient of K

0
(T) by T (T)=S(T).
Note that, if T is a derived ategory of a nie abelian ategory A, then K
0
(T)
is isomorphi to K
0
(A), so that the triangulated K
0
makes sense.
If we assume that T is symmetri monoidal, then K
0
of it is a ring, and the
above two subgroups are ideals in K
0
. Assume, furthermore, that T is Q-linear
and pseudoabelian. Then wedge and symmetri powers live in the ategory. Sine
T is additive, K

0
(T) has two anonial lambda-strutures 

by Lemma 4.1 in
[11℄. A ruial question is then whether or not these lambda-strutures indue
lambda strutures on the triangulated group K
0
(T). The positive answer to this
question would have interesting orollaries when applying to zeta funtions in
the triangulated ategory of motives over a eld.
In the next setion we will show an existene of two opposite speial lambda-
strutures in K
0
(T
0
) indued by wedge and symmetri powers in T, where T
0
is
a thik symmetri monoidal subategory generated by ompat objets in any
abstrat stable homotopy ategory T.
3. Main result
Let C be a pointed simpliial model monoidal ategory, let o [12℄, and let
T = Ho(C )
be the homotopy ategory of C . Then T is a triangulated ategory whose shift
funtor is indued by the simpliial suspension
X = X ^ S
1
in C , lo.it. Suh triangulated ategory has a symmetri monoidal produt

 indued by the symmetri monoidal produt ^ of the ategory C , and it
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an be onsidered as an abstrat prototype for all reasonable stable homotopy
ategories, see [12℄.
Sine we are interested in the study of wedge and symmetri powers of objets
in T, we will assume that T is Q-loalized. If we look on objets in C as on
spetra, then we onsider the homotopy ategory of Q-loal spetra.
There are several examples of suh triangulated ategories arising in algebrai
topology and motivi algebrai geometry. The homotopy ategory of Q-loal
topologial symmetri spetra over a point is just the ategory of graded Q-
vetor spaes. This is not interesting. However, the rational stable homotopy
theory of S
1
-equivariant spetra is still interesting, see [9℄.
But the main example for our purposes is the Morel-Voevodsky homotopy
ategory SH(X) of Q-loal motivi symmetri spetra over a Noetherian base
sheme X, see [13℄ and [21℄. If X = Spe(k) we will write SH instead of
SH(Spe(X)).
As it was announed by Morel, [18℄, if  1 is a sum of squares in the ground
eld k, the ategory SH is equivalent to the big ategory DM of triangulated
motives over k.
Let H
Z
be the motivi Eilenberg-MaLane spetrum induing motivi oho-
mology of shemes over k. By the result in [20℄, the ategory DM is also
equivalent to the homotopy ategory Ho(H
Z
 mod) of modules over the ring
spetrum H
Z
when k is of harateristi zero.
Using these equivalenes we an apply any result obtained in T = Ho(C ) to
the ategory DM.
Sine T is a homotopy ategory, it has all oproduts. Then K
0
(T) = 0 by
Eilenberg swindle. Indeed, let X be an objet in T and let [X℄ be its lass in K
0
.
Let
Y = X
∐
X
∐
: : :
be the oprodut of a ountable number of opies of X in T. Then
X  Y = Y ;
whene [X℄ = 0 in K
0
. Therefore, dealing with T = Ho(C ) it is reasonable to
work with the thik triangulated subategory
T
0
:= T

0
of ompat objets in T, see [19℄. For example, if T = DM over a eld then
T
0
= DM
0
is nothing but the triangulated ategory of geometrial motivesDM
gm
over k, see [22℄.
A result is then as follows:
Theorem 1. Wedge and symmetri powers indue two speial lambda-strutures
in the ring K
0
(T
0
), whih are opposite eah other.
Essentially, the below proof of this theorem is based on the existene of a
Postniko tower onneting wedge (symmetri) powers of the vertex Y in a
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given distinguished triangle
X ! Y ! Y ! X
with wedge (symmetri) powers of two another verties X and Z. Without loss
of generality, applying obrant replaement, we an assume that both X and
Y are obrant and the above distinguished triangle is a obration triangle, so
that Z = Y=X may be onsidered as a \ontration of X inside Y into a point".
Let n be a natural number and let K be an n-ube ommutative diagram in
C whose verties are indexed by n-tuples v = fv
1
; : : : ; v
n
g, v
i
= 0; 1, and built
up as smash-produts A
1
^    ^ A
n
in C with A
j
= X if v
j
= 0 and A
j
= Y if
v
j
= 1. The morphisms of K are smash produts of nite olletions of opies
of the morphism X ! Y and the identity X ! X, aording to verties in K.
For example, when n = 2 the diagram K looks like
X ^X
f ^1

1^f
//
X ^ Y
f^1

Y ^X
1^f
//
Y ^ Y
where the objets X ^ Y and Y ^X orrespond to the verties (0; 1) and (1; 0)
respetively.
For any 0  i  n let K
i
be the subdiagram in K generated by verties indexed
by n-tuples v ontaining  i of units. Then we have the ltration
K
0
 K
1
     K
n
= K :
Let
D
i
= olimK
i
be the olimit of the diagram K
i
in the ategory C . Clearly, D0 = X
n and
D
n
= Y

n
. For eah i the inlusion K
i
 K
i+1
indues a morphism
w
i
: D
i
 ! D
i+1
on the olimits in C . Let
E
i+1
= one(w
i
) :
Any permutation  2 
n
gives rise to an endomorphism  

of the distinguished
triangle
D
i
w
i
 ! D
i+1
 ! E
i+1
 ! D
i
:
These  

are indued by the permutation  on olimits. Considering the idem-
potents of the group algebra Q
n
induing wedge (symmetri) powers in T, we
get distinguished triangles
I
i
+
//
I
i+1
+
//
J
i+1
+
//
I
i
+
for the alternated ase, and a similar distinguished triangles
I
i
 
//
I
i+1
 
//
J
i+1
 
//
I
i
 
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in the symmetri ase. It is easy to see that
I
0
+
= ^
n
X ; I
n
+
= ^
n
Y ;
and, similarly,
I
0
 
= Sym
n
X ; I
n
 
= Sym
n
Y :
The key point is that the above ones C
i

an be omputed by the rule:
J
i
+
= ^
i
Z 
^
n i
X
and
J
i
 
= Sym
i
Z 
 Sym
n i
X :
The detailed proof of this fat is given in [10℄.
Now we need a few elementary but useful algebrai observations. Let M be
an abelian monoid and let M
+
be the group ompletion of M. The anonial
morphism M ! M
+
, m 7! [m℄ is universal with respet to all morphisms from
M to abelian groups inverting non-zero elements from M.
Assume we are given with an equivalene relation R on M. We will say that
R is additive if the following ondition holds: for any two a, a
0
, b and b
0
in M,
if (a; a
0
) 2 R and (b; b
0
) 2 R, then it follows that (a+ a
0
; b+ b
0
) is also in R. If
R is additive then we an onstrut a quotient additive monoid M=R.
Let R be an additive equivalene relation onM and let R
+
be a subgroup inM
generated by elements [a℄  [a
0
℄, suh that (a; a
0
) 2 R. Then the abelian group
M
+
=R
+
is anonially isomorphi to the abelian group (M=R)
+
beause both
ompositions M ! M
+
! M
+
=R
+
and M ! M=R ! (M=R)
+
are universal
with respet to morphisms f : M ! A of the monoid M to abelian groups A,
suh that f (a) = f (a
0
) as soon as (a; a
0
) 2 R.
Let S be a set and let N[S℄ be a free abelian monoid generated by S. Let 
be a reexive and symmetri relation on N[S℄. If (a; b) 2  the we will say that
a is elementary -equivalent to b. Build an additive equivalene relation hi on
N[S℄ generated by  as follows: two linear ombinations a and a
0
from N[S℄ are
alled to be equivalent if there exist a hain of linear ombinations a
0
; a
1
; : : : a
n
,
suh that a
0
= a, a
n
= a
0
and for eah i the element a
i+1
an be obtained
from a
i
by a replaement of a summand in a
i
by a -equivalent summand. For
short, let N[S℄= be the quotient of N[S℄ by hi and 
+
= hi
+
. Certainly,
(N[S℄)
+
= Z[S℄. From the previous observation we have:
(N[S℄=)
+
= Z[S℄=
+
:
For example, let A be an additive ategory, N[A℄ := N[Ob(A)℄ and let  be
the set of pairs ([X  Y ℄; [X℄ + [Y ℄) and their transposes. We see that Z[A℄=
+
is the additive Grothendiek group K

0
(A) of A. The above isomorphism shows
then that K

0
(A) an be also desribed as a ompletion of the monoid N[A℄=.
In the triangulated situation we have the following. Let T be a triangulated
ategory, N[T℄ := N[Ob(T)℄ and let  be the set of pairs ([Y ℄; [X℄ + [Z℄),
where XY Z is a distinguished triangle, and their transposes. Again we see
that Z[T℄=
+
is the triangulated Grothendiek group K
0
(T) and the above
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isomorphism shows then that it an be also desribed as a ompletion of the
monoid N[T℄=.
In order to nish the proof of Theorem 1 we will onsider the ase of wedge
powers only. The symmetri ase is analogous.
For any objet X in T let [X℄ be its lass in the Grothendiek group, K

0
or
K
0
. We have a ountable set of maps

n
: K

0
(T)  ! K

0
(T) ; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
suh that

n
[X℄ = [^
n
X℄
for any X in T, and the value of 
n
on a sum [X℄ + [Y ℄ is determined by
the Kunneth rule. These are the -operations onsidered in [11℄. In order to
dene -operations by the same rule in K
0
(T) we need only to show that the
above maps 
i
respet also the subgroup T (T). Sine K
0
(T) = (N[T℄=)
+
,
it is enough to show that if two linear ombinations a and b are elementary
-equivalent, then 
n
a is -equivalent to 
n
b.
Without loss of generality we an assume that a = [Y ℄, b = [X℄ + [Z℄ and we
have a distinguished triangle
X  ! Y  ! Z  ! Z
in T. For eah n let
I
i
+
//
I
i+1
+
//
J
i+1
+
//
I
i
+
;
i = 0; 1; : : : ; n   1 ;
be the Postniko system as above. Let
a
i
= [I
i
+
℄ ; 
i
= [J
i
+
℄ ; x
i
= [^
i
X℄ ; y
i
= [^
i
Y ℄ and z
i
= [^
i
Z℄
for all non-negative integers i . The above Postniko tower an be rewritten in
terms of the ring K
0
(T) as follows:
a
0
= x
n
; a
n
= y
n
;

i
= z
i
x
n i
; i = 0; 1; : : : ; n ;
and
a
i+1
= a
i
+ 
i+1
; i = 0; 1; : : : ; n   1 ;
whene we get:
y
n
=
n∑
i=0
z
i
x
n i
in the ring K
0
(T), where y
n
= 
n
[Y ℄, x
0
= 1 and z
0
= 1. It means that the
element 
n
([X℄ + [Z℄) is -equivalent to the element 
n
[Y ℄ in the ring K

0
, as
desired.
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Let 
i
be the i-th operation of the anonial lambda-struture on 1+K
0
(T
0
)[[t℄℄℄
+
.
The preompositions of the two paths 
i

t
and 
t

i
in the diagram
K
0
(T
0
)

t


i
//
K
0
(T
0
)

t

1 +K
0
(T
0
)[[t℄℄
+

i
//
1 +K
0
(T
0
)[[t℄℄
+
with the surjetive homomorphism
K

0
(T
0
)  ! K
0
(T
0
)
oinide beause the -struture on K

0
is speial. Therefore the diagram is
ommutative, i.e. the indued -struture on the K
0
-level is speial as well.
By the same argument, the lambda-struture on K
0
dened by wedge powers
is opposite to the -struture dened by symmetri powers.
4. Some appliations
A formal power series (t) in variable t with oeÆients in a ommutative
ring A is alled rational, if there exists two polynomials a(t) and b(t) in A[t℄,
suh that a = b in A[[t℄℄.
For any element a 2 K
0
(T
0
) let 
a
(t) = 
 
t
(a) be the orresponding zeta
funtion of a. If a = [X℄ for some objet X in T
0
, then we write 
X
instead
of 
a
. The suspension  : T ! T indues an involution a 7!  a on K
0
(T
0
).
Theorem 1 gives 
 a
= 
 1
a
for any element a in K
0
. In partiular, 
X
= (
X
)
 1
for any objet X in T
0
. It follows that the suspension does not hange rationality
of the orresponding zeta funtion. Also we have:
Corollary 2. Let X ! Y ! Z ! X be a distinguished triangle in T. If two out
of three zetas 
X
, 
Y
and 
Z
are rational funtions, then the third zeta funtion
is also rational.
Proof. Sine XY Z is a distinguished triangle, [Y ℄ = [X℄ + [Z℄ in K
0
(T). Sine
we work with zeta-funtions indued by -strutures in K
0
,

Y
= 
X
 
Z
;
whene the proof.
Assume now that either har(k) = 0 or  1 is a sum of squares in k. In that
ase, as we have seen in Setion 3, the ategory DM an be interpreted as a at-
egory T = Ho(C ) via the equivalene with either the motivi stable ategory SH
or with the homotopy ategory of modules over the motivi Eilenberg-MaLane
spetrum. Therefore, Theorem 1 an be applied to the ategory DM
0
as well.
For any motive M 2 DM
0
let 
M
(t) be the orresponding motivi zeta funtion
of M.
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The advantage of Theorem 1 is that it extends the range of varieties whose
motivi zeta funtion is rational. Indeed, let DM


1
be a thik symmetri
monoidal subategory in DM generated by motives of quasi-projetive urves
over k.
Corollary 3. For any motive M in DM


1
its zeta funtion 
M
(t) is rational.
Proof. The motive M(X) of a quasi-projetive urve X=k is nite-dimensional
in the sense of Kimura-O'Sullivan, see [10℄ or [17℄. Therefore, 
M(X)
is stritly
rational by Andre's result, see [2, 13.3.3.1℄. If M is in DM


1
, then its lass
[M℄ belongs to a subring in K
0
(DM
0
) generated by lasses of motives of quasi-
projetive urves.
Given a -struture on a ring A, if 
a
and 
b
are rational for two elements
a and b in A, then 
a+b
is also rational. If we assume, furthermore, that this
lambda-struture is speial, then 
ab
= 
a
? 
b
where ? is the produt in the
lambda-ring 1 + A[[t℄℄
+
. At the same time, for any two elements f (t) and g(t)
in 1 + A[[t℄℄
+
if f and g are ratio of polynomials then so is the produt f ? g.
Sine the lambda-struture onK
0
(DM
0
) is speial, rationality of zeta funtions
is losed under sums and produts of elements in K
0
(DM
0
), whene the result.
Corollary 2 says that motivi zeta funtion has 2-out-of-3 property in distin-
guished triangles in DM
0
. This orrelates with Lemma 3.1 in [16℄ via Gyzin
distinguished triangles in the ategory DM
0
. In general, there are several anon-
ial distinguished triangles in DM eah of whih gives new examples of varieties
whose motivi zeta funtion is rational.
Example 4. Let X be a K3 surfae over C, suh that M(X) is in DM


1
. This
is so if X is, for example, of Kummer type or a Weil quarti in P
3
. Then 
X
is rational by Corollary 3. As it was shown by O'Sullivan, [17℄, there exists
a Zariski open U in X, suh that the motive M(U) is not nite-dimensional.
However, the funtion 
U
is rational. Indeed, the omplement Z = X   U is a
union of urves. The motive of any quasi-projetive urve is nite-dimensional,
whene rationality of 
Z
. Sine 
X
is rational, applying Corollary 2 to the Gyzin
distinguished triangle in DM assoiated with the pair X;U we see that 
U
is
rational.
Example 5. Let X = X
1
[    [ X
n
be a union of quasi-projetive surfaes
whose zeta funtions 
X
i
are rational. Then 
X
is rational. Indeed, if n = 2,
we apply Corollary 2 and rationality of zeta funtions of quasiprojetive urves
to the orresponding Mayer-Vietoris distinguished triangle in DM. If n > 2, we
just write down an appropriate Postniko tower and apply Corollary 2 several
additional times.
Example 6. Let X be a quasi-projetive variety over k, let Z be a losed sub-
variety in X and let f : X
0
! X be a blow up of X in Z. Assume that 
Z
is
rational. Then we use the orresponding blow up distinguished triangle in DM
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in order to show that 
X
is rational if and only if 
X
0
is rational. Of ourse, if all
appearing varieties are smooth projetive, then the same laim follows from the
result in [11℄ and Manin's motivi formula for blow ups in the ategory of Chow
motives over k.
Example 7. Let C be a smooth projetive urve, let Y be a quotient of CCC
by the yli ation of Z=3, and let X be resolution of singularities of Y . Then
X is a smooth projetive threefold whose motive is in DM


1
and the motivi 
X
is rational.
Remark 8. By reent result of Bondarko, [5℄, K
0
(M) is isomorphi to the tri-
angulated K
0
(DM
0
) if we onsider both ategories over a eld of harateris-
ti zero. Most probably this isomorphism also gives the two above anonial
lambda-strutures in Voevodsky's ategory DM
0
. However, Theorem 1 allows
to work with lambda-strutures in the 2-funtor SH( ) on shemes in general.
So, on the one hand, we an use SH( ) in order to build new varieties whose
motivi zeta funtions are rational, on the other hand, we an use Bondarko's
isomorphism in order to fator interesting motivi measures through K
0
(DM
0
).
Example 9. Assume we are given with a nie motivi measure  whih fators
through K
0
(M), say  is made by Hodge polynomials of varieties over C or by
ondutors of l-adi representations for etale ohomology of varieties over Q.
Sine K
0
(M) is naturally isomorphi to K
0
(DM
0
), we an also fator  through
K
0
(DM
0
) and apply Corollary 3. Then we have that 
X;
is rational for any
variety X, suh that M(X) is in DM


1
.
Remark 10. Sine DM
0
is generated by M, Theorem 1 shows that if 
M
is
rational for all Chow motives over k, then 
M
is rational for all motives in DM
0
.
Let  be the generi point of the aÆne line A
1
, and let 0 be a losed point on
it. Let
	 : DM
0
()  ! DM
0
(0)
be the nearby yle motivi funtor onstruted by J.Ayoub in [3℄. The ategory
DM
0
is generated by motives of type 	M(X) where X is a smooth hypersurfae
in a projetive spae over , lo.it. Therefore, in order to show rationality of
motivi zetas for all motives in DM
0
it is enough to show that 
X
is rational for
a smooth projetive hypersurfae X in P
n
over . The standard approah is as
follows. Let X ! PN be a universal family of smooth hypersurfaes of degree
d over a eld. Draw a line A
1
in the parameter spae P
N
through a smooth
hypersurfae X and a Weil type hypersurfae W . Restriting the universal family
on A
1
we get a smaller family Y ! A1 whih deforms X into W . The motivi

W
is rational, of ourse. Then one an try to deform rationality of 
W
to
rationality of 
X
using the homomorphism
K
0
	 : K
0
(DM
0
())  ! K
0
(DM
0
(0)) :
This is, atually, nothing else but a K
0
-simpliation of Ayoub's approah to
Shur-niteness of DM
0
. Note that if M is a Chow motive over , then we an
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use the nie properties of the funtor 	 established in [3℄ in order to ompute
K
0
	[M℄ in terms of the usual Chow speialization of the motive M to 0.
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